254	Accidence	[§§506-8
pret sing, already in prim. Germanic, cp. Goth, et, O.Icel.
OS. at, OHG. a? (§ 119). cwefan, to say, cwaej>, cwaedon,
cweden; wesan, to be, pret. pi. waeron (§ 239). genesan,
to be saved, and lesan, to collect, gather, have extended the
s of the present and pret. sing, to all forms of the verb.
§ 506. seen (Goth, saihran) from *seohan (§ 87), to see,
seah (§ 68), sawon beside ssegon (§ 241), sewen (§ 241)
beside sawen with a difficult to account for, and Anglian
gesegen with g from the pret. plural; and similarly gefeon,
to rejoice, gefeah, pret. pi. gefsegon; pleon, to risk, pret
sing, pleah.
§ 507. To this class also belong biddan, to pray; licgan,
to lie down ; sittan, to sit, which originally had j in the
present (§ 254): biddan (Goth, bidjan), bsed (Goth, baj?),
bsedon (Goth, bedun), beden (Goth, bidans). The pret.
pi. of licgan is lagon beside Isegon (§ 12O). Jdcgan, to
receive, is a weak verb in WS.; in poetry it has the strong
forms )>eah (J>ah), f>segon, J>egen. fricgan, to ask, inquire,
with strong pp. gefrigen, gefrugen (cp. § 502).
class VI.
§ 508. The verbs of this class belong to the sixth ablaut-
series (§ 226), and have a in the present, 6 in the pret. sing,
and plural, and ae beside a in the past participle. There is
a good deal of fluctuation between ae and a in the past
participle, as fseren, graefen, saecen, slaegen beside faren,
grafen, sacen, slagen. The regular development of Ger-
manic a when followed by a palatal vowel in the next
syllable is ae (§ 54), so that forms with a like faren, &c., are
new formations with a from the present, see § 54, Note 3.
faran, to go       for       foron       faeren, faren
Goth, faran	for       forun       farans
And similarly alan, to grow; bacan,  to bake; calan, to
be cold} galan, to sing] grafau, to dig* hladan, to lade,

